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My apologies to all who were inconvenienced by my computer problems in
December, here's no good time for a computer to go down but this must have been
one of the worst! We are now back to
speed and, hopefully, fully functional though at the time of writing this I am still
not sure whether all emails are being
received or delivered. If you have not
received a reply or confirmation to your
message - or, altematively had several put it down to teething problems not senile
dementia!!
Yorkshire W.T.S. Skipsea T.D. trial is the
only Championship to have taken place in
the last month, and our congratulations go
to Pete Hodgkins' winning team, Sheila
Tannert and Styperson Tern CDex UDex
WDex TDex (Five and a half years old
Labrador bitch, bred byE Dudley, sire F.T.
Ch. Styperson Grouse, dam Kenvee Alice
of Styperson.) Good luck at the K.C.C.'s
Sheila.
Good luck to you all for the coming year.

Jennifer Harvey

* * * * * *

Fursdon Weimaraners
Short-haired litter due 3rd March 2003
Sire: Gamepoint Go and Go (Kaiser) CDex UDex (Hips 3:4)
By:

Sh. Ch. Gunalt Pyjama Party
Sh . Ch . Gunalt Posh Enough for Gamepoint

Dam: Fursdon Fairytale (Rhia) CDex UDex WDex [2 x TO open] Hips 7:7
By:

Coppettwood Crescendo (Spark) CDex UDex WDex [2 x TO open]
Winndue Blue Moon of Hasswyn

Strong working lines.
Last litter. born 13.5.00 includes:
Fursdon Winter Whirlwind (Skye) CDex UDex WDex [2 x TO Open]
Fursdon Twylyte Tramontano (Twiggy) CDex UDex WDex [2 x TO open] -winner of the
Weimaraner Association's Top Dog award and Best All-round Long-hair award.

For further information telephone Teresa Clinick: 01579 350527

DON'T FORGET . . . . ENTRIES CLOSING
February

1st
4th
9th
lOth
lOth
17th
18th
19th

March

1st
3rd

Leamington DTC
Open
TO UD CD
(Stoneleigb , Warks. I st/2nd March)
TO WD UD CD
Lincoln GSD & A.B.T.S . CH
(Dunholme, Lincoln. 5th/9th March)
ASPADS W.T.S .
Open
PO TD WD UD CD
(Dundee. 22nd/23rd March)
East Anglian WTTS
CH
TO UD CD
(Nr Bungay, Suffolk. 19th/23rd March)
CH
PO WD UD CD
S.A.T.S .
(Nutley, E. Sussex. 12th/15th March)
CH
TO WD UD CD
B.A.G.S.D.
(Tewkesbury, Glouc. 25th/30th March)
Open
PO TD WD UD CD
Scottish W.T.S.
(Ai1ih. 15th & 16th March
ASPADS W.T.S.
CH
TO WD UD CD
(Enfield, Middx. 2nd/5th April)
Hucknall & District CTS Open
TO WD UD CD
(Crich, Derbyshire. 21 st/23rd March)
Open
TO WD UD
Hampshire WTS
(Newton, Hants. 20th/22nd March)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THESE DATES
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zen Dog Scheme and had that common
touch whereby he could freely converse
with expert or beginner. Like many he had
a very stubborn streak and enjoyed a good
discussion, but never with malice.

Obituary

Frank Neil
04.05.28- 31.10.02

Frank was a team player but capable of
leadership qualities and supportive roles.
At the Surrey TD Championship he was a
master of the role of base steward. On
many occasions a competitor would arrive
following delays on the M25 motorway in
a state of panic only for Frank to put them
at ease with the words "you are tracking in
one hours time, the exercise area is over
there, will it be with or without sugar?"
As a handler Frank qualified his GSD Lisa
to TDex, and was working his collie Holly
in TD championship. In later years he had
trained her for patrol work and formed an
amazing friendship with John Reynolds
and Ron Davies, they were the role models
for the "Last of the Summer Wine" series!
Colin HatTison, Charlie Taylor and I were
just extras.

Frank Neil was born in the Scottish Highlands in 1928 in an age when men were
men and women were proud of them.
Upon leaving school in the Scottish Borders he was a Bevan Boy and worked in
the coalmines during the latter years of the
Second World War. Frank's delicate skin
was not for the underground workings so
after a few years he joined the Royal Air
Force. It was no surprise that the disciplined life suited him in the RAF, or that he
would become an admirer of the military
:dog section.

Frank's wife Edna died two years ago following a stroke and a long illness. Frank
died peacefully in his sleep on 31st October last at his home in Charlwood. He was
a gentleman to the last, never complained
of his ills, and never lost that amazing
sense of humour. I will not forget the last
words I had with him. It is as if he is just
around the corner, somewhere very near.

Upon leaving HM Forces he joined Customs and Excise where he enjoyed a long
and successful career. Part of his service
was at Gatwick Airport and he made his
home at nearby Charlwood. For many
years of his life he was involved in dog
training locally, being a loyal supporter of
working trials. He was a Committee member of Surrey Dog Training Club up until
his death. Through his dog training he
introduced many from responsible dog
owners to working trials enthusiast. He
was an active supporter of the Good Citi-

Holly has been re-homed in Ross on Wye
by Martine and Charlie. The Horley Christadelphians said at his funeral service and
burial "We have lost a dear friend and
brother."
Stan Ford
President, Surrey Dog Training Society.

* * * * * *
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READERS' LETTERS

WD this the last time the retrieve on a
dumbbell is used. There has been lots of
time to perfect this exercise and I think it
should be judged appropriately, i.e. all
faults like mouthing, pouncing, dropping,
extra commands, body signals, crooked
sits etc etc should be marked down. The
reason for this is that it reflects the fact that
if a handler has taken the time to train the
dog to do the exercise properly and they
should get the advantage of more marks
over the one which is still at an elementallevel.

)

Dear Editor
Having just judged a Ch WD Stake I
thought it would be interesting to share
some thoughts with the readers, which are
meant to be thought provoking, and in no
way negative. It is always difficult to comment on one viewing of a dog's performance and suggest ways to improve without knowing what training methods have
been used and how much training has actually taken place. The following thoughts
are, therefore, general and not intended to
be taken as personal comments about any
competitor.

The line of reasoning I am using is that IF
the polish is not there in WD Ch, heelwork, retrieve and a straight sendaway,
then the dog will struggle in Ch TD. If
judges had graduated their making of these
exercises in the lower stakes then the handlers would have had to put the work in to
achieve a standard, which merits an Excellent qualification and only the dogs which
were ready would qualifY and move on up
the trials ladder.

The tracking land looked good - most dogs
struggled however. Perhaps this is due to
the lack of opportunities to practice at this
time of year. Searches were generally well
done, except for faults like mouthing and
dropping which I think are indications of a
poor retrieve. When it comes to the control and agility these and other faults were
in evidence again and one or two handlers
asked what they should do to improve.
The point that I would like to make is that
some handlers seem to spend a lot of time
and effort in attempting to cover up faults
in the hope that the judge will not notice.
If they transferred this energy to training
their dogs in a positive way the success
rate would improve, the need to try and
gain an unfair advantage would disappear,
and the dog would work happier and more
confidently.

The conclusion is therefore that it is up to
all judges to set appropriate tests, handlers
to respond to the challenge and train their
dogs to meet it even though it may take
longer to qualifY. If that happens we may
'
not need a ballot in Ch TD.
Barry Gilbert

Congratulations
Congratulations to Sheila Tannert and
Heather (Styperson Tern) on winning the
ticket at Skipsea. You have worked so
hard for this and really deserve it, and l
know we are going to enjoy the cakes and

Since the ballot issue in TD came up I've
begun to think more carefully about what
progression one should expect from CD to
UD to WD. For example in Championship
4

champagne!!!

Thanks
Lots of love from Lesley and Roger
Neville, Robbie and Angus.

I would like to thank all the many people
who have helped me in my first real season
in working trials. I have thoroughly
enjoyed the 'trials scene', and my recent
successes, but feel that the very complementary remarks, made by others, in the
Avon WTS Newsletter are perhaps more
than a little ambitious.

Canine Biathlon 2002
After a year's break due to foot & mouth,
the 7th Canine Biathlon took place last
Jly.

However thank you for the most generous
comments and your support.

This year's competitors from around the
country participated in the three mile cross
country with twenty-one tests. A new exercise retrieving a gun-dog dummy from the
river saw most dogs do a perfect water
retrieve, but a few dogs appeared to think
the exercise was an article search in the
water.

Susanne Jaffa

* * * * * *

The greatest test of all however is the collection of sponsorship money. Apart from
competing all competitors are sponsored
for charity, and this year the Biathlon was
able to distribute £3800.00. The main beneficiaries were the Bryan Gunn Leukaemia
Appeal and the Hearing Dogs for the Deaf.
Special mention must go to Debbie Perrin
vho raised £321.00, and was awarded the
copper cup donated by Diane Whiting to
the competitor raising the most amount of
money for charity.

Holiday Cottage - Cumbria
Some holiday cottages won't have dogs some tolerate them - we more or less insist
on them.
Three hundred year old two bed roomed
cottage, on the West Coast of Ctm1bria, near
Eskdale, Wasdale, Ravenglass and Muncaster. Easy access to the western fells and to
beautiful beaches. Traditional cottage. Oak
beams, log stove etc. but with all mod cons.
We have a three acre area of rough ground
surrounded by a 6 foot deer fence, ideal for
both training and just good fun (for dogs
that is). We have other land suitable for
tracking and we also have a full size scale and
long jump for anyone who cannot stop practising.
For further details contact:
Kath and Sandy Hastings, Waberthwaite,
Cwnbria, LA19 SYN. Tel : 01229 717174
Email: hastingscumbria@aol.com

Negotiations with the site owners have
now been successful and the 8th Canine
Biathlon will take place on Sunday 13th
July 2003. Further details to be announced
in due course.

Chris Farrer
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Judges awarding Challenge Certificates in 2003
January
Febmmy

March

April

June
July
August
September

October

November
December

30th/1st Feb.
Kenton D.T. & W.T.S.
6th/9th
WelshK.C.
12th/15th
A.S.P.A.D.S. (Oxford)
21st/23rd
Nmth West W.T.S.
24th/2nd March. Yorkshire W.T.S.
4th/9th
Lincolnshire GSD & ABTS
12th/15th
S.A.T.S.
19th/23rd
East Anglian WTIS
24th/30th
B.A.G.S.D. (Tewkesbwy)
2nd/5th
A.S.P.A.D.S. (Enfield)
15th/19th
Surrey D.T.S.
30th/4th May Scottish WTS (Lauder)
30th/6th July
Wessex W.T.C.
18th/20th
A.S.P.A.D.S. (Stamford)
30th/3rdAug, A.S.P.A.D.S. (Scm·borough)
18th/23rd
Hmnpshire W.T.S.
26th/31st
Scottish WTS (Lauder)
5th/7th
Nmth East Cmmties W.T.S.
12th/14th
Benfleet WTS
16th/20th
S.A.T.S.
22nd/27th
Poole & District D.T.S.
2nd/4th
SwTey D.T.S.
9th/12th
Midland Counties GSD A.
16th/18th
K.C.C. 's
Hosted by Poole & District DTS
20th/26th
North East Counties W.T.S.
29th/2nd Nov Iceni GSD Club
7th/9th
A.S.P.A.D.S. (Dundee)
13th/16th
Leanlington D.T.C.
3rd/7th
B.A.G.S.D. (Flintham)
25th/30th
Yorkshire W.T.S. (Bannston)

PD
PD
TD
TD

PD
TD
PD
TD

TD
TD
TD
PD
PD
PD
TD
TD

TD
PD
PD
TD
TD
PD
PD
PD
TD
TD
TD
TD
TD
PD
TD

Roy Williams
Ellie Rushton
JoMagness
Rod Roberts
Rosie Jones
Colin Ball
Jeff Poole
Peter Carroll
Bmry Gi1belt
Barry Hicken
Paula Harvey
Malcolm Byrom
Jem1 Cooke
Alan Bolton
Jean Cooke
Len Newman
Jill Carruthers
Ron Jaques
Rod Roberts
Jane Gray
John West (to be confumed)
StanFord
Jeff Poole
Charlie Taylor
Martine Taylor
Tony Lockyer
Linda Bowden
Bany Gilbert
Pat Hodgkins (to be confumed)
John Rogerson
Lol Can1pbell

WORKING TRIALS MONTHLY
Subscription Rates: -12 Month s £38.00 : 6 Months £21.50 : 3 Months £12.00
Advertising Rates - Full Page: £48.00 : Half Page £26 .50 Quarter Page £16.50
W.T. Societies deduct 10% discount for pre-paid adverts.
All Private advertising must be pre-paid
Copy must be received by 5th. monthly for inclusion in the following month's magazine.
W.T.M. Publishing,Greenacres, Brades Rd, Prees, Nr Whitchurch, Shropshire, SY13
2DX Tel/Fax: 01948 840183- email: jha rvey@wtm -pub. co.uk
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Ask Rod

handlers tracking you will notice their
dogs are completely obsessed with the
track, they don't lift their heads , they don't
stop, they don't often cast, their level of
obsession is total concentration.

Question: I have a two years old G.S.D.
that I obtained from a rescue centre at 11
months old. He has now obtained his CD,
CDex and UD. In his first two UD competitions he obtained 88/90 on the track,
since then he has given up on the track in
both UD and WD - not really starting the
track at all. This is usually followed by a
good square with all articles recovered.

The second part of the training, is teaching
the dog the skills, i.e. tracking different
and changing surfaces, ageing tracks, coping with high winds, negotiating corners,
and indicating articles . Training the skills
bas a tendency towards de-motivating the
dog. Your letter says "he tracks happily up
to three hours old in all weather conditions" which indicates you must have done
a great deal of skills work. You also say "I
lay all my own tracks" , dead right- so do
I.

Living on a fmm he has experience of all
crops and pasture land, both silage and
grazed. He tracks happily up to three hours
old in all weather conditions on my, or my
friend's fmms. I lay all my own tracks,
only occasionally having someone else to
help. Both good competition track marks
were on hard, dry stubble, on a hot windy
day when manyother dogs had difficulties .

I think you may have a dog, who, for his
age, bas spent too much time doing difficult tracking and as a result has become
jaded. The tracking bas become hard work
- all the time - and is no longer fun . What
probably happens at a trial is that you may
be nervous and possibly indecisive
(because you don't know the track pattern)
and this may be transmitted to your dog. If
he was full of enthusiasm he would say "IT
GOES THIS WAY" as he pulls you along
the track.

I would be very grateful for any suggestions you may have. This is my first tracking dog.

J.L. Reed
Answer: I would first like to pick up a few
points in your letter. You state you got your
GSD at 11 months old; he is now 2 years
old which means you have been tracking
him for about a year, which in tracking
terms is not a long time. You mention he is
experienced on all crops and pasture land both silage and grazed. Sounds like you're
really lucky with land available.

My solution would be what I call 'Over
The Brow' training.
A tracklayer will be needed and a field
with a 'hill' high enough to allow the tracklayer to disappear over it. If possible have
the tracks laid crosswind.

In my opinion there are 2 parts to training
a dog to track, these are motivation and
skills.

First, have the tracklayer wind up the dog
with his favourite toy (or his dinner). The
tracklayer then walks off exactly as he
would with a puppy on his first track, but

Motivation is inducing the dog to really
want to track. If you watch some of the top

7

them keen and young at heart.

instead of laying just a few yards he wi ll
proceed over the brow of the hill. After at
least a coup le of hundred yards the tracklayer should place the toy (or dinner) and
disappear over a hedge, behind a bush or in
a ditch. As soon as he is out of sight the
dog should be put on the track with loads
of encouragement. When the toy is reached
a major game shou ld ensue. The process is
then repeated back over the brow.

I hope this is of help .

Best of Luck - Rod
CLUB FOCUS
A.S.P.A.D.S. Working Trials Society
Due to cancellations the judges for Blyth
Open Ttial, Sunday 9th Feb. wi ll be: PD
Stake, Rob Dobson: WD Stake, Eunice Got.
ley: CD Stake, Ann Timlin - Len Newman

If yo u do th is three or four times a week for
three weeks. I strongly suspect your problem will be cured. It is always more important to have a dog that is keen and highly
motivated, than it is to have a j aded dog
that has been partially trained on many difficult surfaces.

ASPADS will be holding the aAnual Tracking Match against the B loodhounds again
this year. It will be held on the 8th/9th Februaty in North Lincolnshire. Bany Gilbert
wi ll be the Team Captain. So give him a ring
or phone Bany Hatvey for details and come
along and support the team. -Barry Harvey

I do this exercise regularly even when my
dogs are mature and competing in the top
levels of trials, because it helps to keep

GRACORN GERMAN SHEPHERDS
AN OUTSTANDING LITTER OF GSD PUPPIES FOR SALE
D.O.B 28th DECEMBER 2002
SIRE: CAEeiLALLTDU GILGAMESH (Gi ll ie). Black Longcoat. CDex UDex W D
Hip Score 7:3 Owned by Mick Cammidge. Excellent working attitude.
G/Sire: Caecilalltdu Llanigon. Black. Hip Score 7:3
G/ Dam : Caecilalltdu Elen Luydac. Black & Gold . Hip Score 6:6
Lines back to Rafpol Firefoe (Black) and lnnsbruck Bentine (B lack)

DAM: GEFNI YELLOW MELLOW FOR GRACORN (Zanya). Black & Gold Longcoat .
Hip Score 6:4 Owned by Julia Findeisen . Keen, stylish wo rker with an excellent nature.
G/Sire: Ruskath Gestirn Glory. Black & Gold Longcoat. Obedience worker. Hips 3:3
G/ Dam : Gefni Up To No Good . Black & Gold Longcoat. Competing in Agility. Hips 8:4
Lines back to Burstein Breaker TDex and Gefni Perfect Pest TDex
All Puppies will be KC Registered, wormed and insured .

FOR ANY FURTHER INFORMATION TELEPHONE
JULIA FINDEISEN OJ388 5269J7 OR 07974 565503
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line, 4" piece of flex, half a beer-mat, a
clothes peg, plastic cap from a bottle of
washing-up liquid, small piece of leather,
tap washer, small matchbox, 4" nail , etc .. as much variety as I can think of but no article so small it can be hurtful to pick up or
swallowed easily.

THE SEARCH FOR ARTICLES AT
WORKING TRIALS
PART 2
Some ideas from a Dobermann handler

I use an empty beer can as the first metal
aiiicle, and a (used and washed) Jiflemon or
empty squeezy bottle for plastic. They are
fun to play with and easy to carry. Gradually I use slightly smaller articles - always
carry four and all different, and always well
cented from my carrying them for at least
five minutes before we start. As my dog
becomes more expert, I sometimes close the
curtains and he has to use his nose and not
his eyes to find the articles in the room. It is
an ideal baame for a winter evening, when
l
.
sometimes turn out the light before sendmg
in the dog, but I leave the hall light on and
the door open of course whi le he is searching in the darkened room.

When starting to search out of doors, I
choose a fine day, with a slight breeze, and
an area of ground where the grass is not too
long and there are no game-scents and little
distraction . I tie the dog up to a fence or
tree, or a goalpost if I'm using a sports field,
and let him watch me. Then I mark out an
area at least 20 yards square with a pole or
stake at each corner, go into the square and
walk all over it, back and forth, criss-cross
and in wavy lines, trampling it really well. I
call to my dog, and let him see me drop or
tlu·ow down four of his original "toys" - the
leather glove, knotted towel, bit of sacking,
piece of cardboard - placing them roughly
one in each quarter of the square. If they are
clearly visible, all the better. I run back to
the dog, quickly untie him, run to the downwind side of the marked area, drop his lead
and tell him excited ly to "seek-and-carry" .
A Dobermann's speed is such that he can be
half across the field (or round the golf
course) before he's thought about searching,
so I leave the lead trailing to act as a brake
(and a reminder that I'm in control - in theory anyway). It helps us both! Remember
that under trials conditions you need speed
in recovery and the dog's continued enthusiasm to find all four articles, so don't let
him learn to waste time (and lose concentration) by running wild while you keep
shouting to bring him back into the square.

This method of training a dog to search may
not suit other breeds as well as my own. By
teaching and practising as indicated, however, I find the pattern and rhythm of the
exercise is confidently established in the
dog's mind and the team relationship develops properly. Training in this way, too, the
handler is content to leave the dog to search
in his own way, giving praise and encour:'agement when he comes back with an arti_cle and suitable reward at every stage, be It
a t~tg-of-war, a titbit or just a friendly pat
and word of praise. At no time should the
dog be shouted at, ordered to fetch, called
back "into the square" , or distracted from
what he is doing. This method disciplines
the handler and prevents a wrong attitude.
I never hurry to try the search out of doors.
I find it best first to get real proficiency and
experience indoors with quite small articles,
such as a knotted shoelace, Yale key, cork
from a wine-bottle, 4" length of washing

Having staiied him searching out of doors, I
continue a gradual build-up, making the
area full-size (25 x 25 yards), changing the
articles one by one as before, putting them

9

more deeply in the grass so that be does not
see them but has to use his nose to locate
them , practising on different types of
ground, varying the type and size of the articles and their position in the square, and so
on. Remember that in trials competition the
four articles may be anywhere in the 25 x 25
yard marked area; on or near one of the
edges, one or more in the middle of the
square, lying close to another article, etc . lt
is for the dog to find all the articles, but if he
is having difficulty the handler can assist by
moving round the square and quietly
encouraging the dog to move to any part not
already covered, without breaking his concentration or putting him off by repeated
loud commands.

you success in a working trial.

When practising out of doors always thoroughly trample the square and your dog
will recognise the concentration of scent in
this area (as in the living-room of your
house) and will keep within it. Also, always
use a pole or stake or a thick piece of stick
to mark each corner of the square. This
visual pattern helps to identify the exercise.
A dog will not pick out the marker if the
a11icles placed within the square are well
scented and larger than he's used to finding
indoors.

Purists will argue that this method of training means the dog will spit out the article to
grab a titbit. In competition you may not
use food as a reward while the dog is under
test. So, once the exercise is established
really well, first indoors and then outside,
have a dish handy (visible but out of reach)
and give all the reward at once after the last
article is found and brought out. But when
you are practising with very small a1ticles
and especially before an attempt in compe
tition, go back to using a titbit as a reward
for each one, to prevent any loss of confidence. If at any time your dog is having difficulty with a smal l article, you can maintain his confidence by giving a titbit when
he has found it; or keep him happy by giving a titbit for every second article, and a
handful or small bowl fu ll of food when all
four articles have been found and brought
out. I prefer to have my dog keen to find
four mticles, and maybe to lose one or two
marks if he spits them out instead if doing a
formal 'present' as in the retrieve exercise,
than to see him made slow and unwilling to
bring out an a11icle because he has been
nagged in training for not delivering it neatly.

If at any time during a training session whether indoors or out of doors - the dog
bas difficulty in finding an article, go in and
help him , bustling around excitedly and
giving encouragement, but never go
straight to the a11icle with a "there it is, you
stupid animal" attitude. He has to find the
mticles, you are only the back-up member
of the team. He will learn to respond to your
moving round the square (to ensure he covers all the area and has the sh011est distance
to carry out the a11icle to you) and to work
with you, but it is only his nose, and his
enthusiasm for the exercise, that will bring

Should there be a particular type of article
or substance that your dog obviously dislikes, make a special point during training
of showing him how clever he is when he
picks it up, and how very important you
think this article is, by taking it with even
greater praise, and then making a fuss of it
in your hands as though J:QY. wanted it and
it was your article and not his to be taken
from you and played with. If you make
enough of a fuss about any article, and talk
to it while you hold it, and don't let him
jump up and take it from you, your dog will
become keener than ever to have it. When
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you finally give it to him, as if bestowing a
great honour, he'll know it is especially
impmiant, and that he is an even more
clever dog than before.

Voderville
Border Collie Puppies

These notes are intended as a guide for anyone new to trials, or maybe to help other
handlers who are having difficulty getting
their dog to search. They are the result of
personal experience, and of long hours spent
trying to improve my Dobermann's performance. In my time there were no profes,ional experts giving courses on training for
trials, and few instructors at all-breed obedience classes had any knowledge or experience of how to handle a Dobermann. My
dog and I had to work out together how to
become a good partnership. Whatever our
failings (and there were many!) I think the
search for articles was one exercise we
enjoyed together.

INT CH Sheepdog LinesKC/ISDS REG
Hip scores low,
CEA/PRA Clear
2 litters, B/W & Blue/W,

0208-297-9102

READY NOW!

© Jean Faulks April 1991

LOOK "EAR

WE TATTOO
CATS AS WELL

Run by dog people for dogs and their owners
National network of trained tattoo markers.
Deters dog thieves (mark can be seen)
Tattooed in seconds.
For a leaflet and further details contact:
Database and Enquiries: 01255 552455
Fax: 01255 552412
E MAIL: info@dog-register.co.uk - WEBsite: www.dog-register.co.uk
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Little Miss Goody Two Shoes, as she licked
her lips. Their Dad, watching the T.V. in the
lounge (as he often does while 'her' in the
kitchen is busy) suddenly became aware
that two dogs were missing and a different sound was coming from the dining
room. ON INVESTIGATION (as he used to
do in days gone by) their Dad found Mr.
Mischief standing looking at Little Miss
Goody Two Shoes who had Christmas
cake stuck to the roof of her mouth and
was having trouble sucking it off!!!!
Needless to say a large piece of the cakE?
was missing (well, about an eighth). The1
with a large, sharp carving knife in her
hand, their furious Mum plunged it into

A Christmas Tail
Once upon a time, there lived two
Labrador dogs in a town called Colchester. One of the dogs, Alice, was nicknamed 'Little Miss Goody Two Shoes', the
other one, Tucker, was nicknamed 'Mr Mischief'.
Now it came to pass just before Christmas
that Alice's Mum made a lovely big Christmas cake and after decorating it for all
the family to eat at Christmas decided to
leave it in the dining room on a coffee
table to settle. But alas in her haste and
being a very busy person, her brain had
a 'senior moment' and did not remind her
to leave it out of reach of Labrador dogs.

...... the cake

With a sideways glance at Tucker,

Along came Little Miss Goody Two Shoes
and Mr. Mischief who saw the lovely cake
left in the dining room at Labrador
height!!! 'Christmas has come early,' said

KHAMYSKER

- and saved most of it.

pretty
'That was a
.. .......... said Alice!

tasty

cake!'

G.S.D. Puppies for sale

2 dogs, 5 bitches: born 26th December 2002
Ch Quant vom Kirschental SchH3
Sire: Gefni Triffic Trousers CDex UDex WDex
Hips 5:3
Gefni Loupy Lou CDex UDex WDex
(Lines Heelaway/Sealight/WT Ch Enard/Ch Zanto)
WT Ch Berwartstein Enard
G/sire: Whatknow Collie (Ch C Ob.)
Dam: Wolfhart Karissella CDex UD (Karli)
Latchets Barbaressco
Hips 3:4
WT Ch Berwartstein Enard
Jesse Gem Emerald CDex UDex WDex
Lines to Gundo SchH 3
Both parents have excellent temperaments.
Levi (Triffic Trousers) has sired some promising workers , winning in Working Trials and Obedience.
Karli is half sister and full sister to many working trials and obedience winners.
For further details: Rosemary Turner, Ferndown, Dorset. Tel: 01202 895136
Email: rosemary.turner@cwcom .net
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times fatal gastro enteritis, is almost
unknown to our dogs' ancestors.

Food for Thought
All of us, at one time or another, have
experienced difficulties when trying to
change the diet of our four legged friends .
Anything from initial lack of acceptability,
to the scourge of the racing trots, can
occur. Yet, if we follow basic canine principles nothing should be more simple and
problem free .

Suggestion
When changing to a new food, make the
last meal of the old food a half-sized portion.
Follow this with one day of total starvation.

~rosperous westem culture finds "starvation" totally unacceptable. Together with
the recommendation that any new food
should be introduced gradually, this has
led to the widespread practise of decreasing the amount of old foodstuff while
increasing the introduction of the new
foodstuff, and all the while maintaining a
constant volume.

Over the next five days feed a one-fifth
sized portion of new food on the first day,
a two-fifths sized portion on the second
day, and so on until a full portion is given
on the fifth day.
Always bear in mind that the recommended amounts on the side of foodstuff containers is usually excessive in order to
ensure good turnover of the product.

This routine bombards the dog's stomach
and intestine with contrary influences
which throw the digestive bacteria into
confusion. Some dogs cope well with the
discomfmt, but others (Usually GSD's)
resort to getting rid of the annoyance in the
quickest way possible, i.e. diatThoea.

* * * * * *
Dear Tigger
Guess what! 1 have just done my fi rst competition Track. The Brat says it wasn't a
proper Trials competition but you have to
start somewhere, don't you !

Starvation, in certain circumstances, is per:fectly natural and beneficial to the canine
species.

We set off after breakfast with my line and
harness, and my ball for afterwards, and
drove for a long way through the mist and
rain. Then we arrived at the competition
grounds. There were lots of nice people
there, some of the wearing very odd clothes,
but then you know what humans are. We are
really much better off with fitr - it doesn't
need washing nearly so often.

No wolf pack ever hunts just for the sake
of hunting, but because of hunger. During
the short period of empty stomachs prior to
the pack gathering and setting off, the
digestive bacteria recuperate, reproduce
and mass to await the next meal. No two
kills, or scavenged meals, are likely to be
the same, and the bacteria have to be ready
for anything.

My human was told where my Track was
and we drove off Once arrived she put my
harness on in the cw" it took her a bit of time
as 1 was so excited and couldn't stop wrig-

Di arrhoea, which can lead to the some13

gling. But she managed it in the end and we
went through the gate into the field.

PRESS RELEASE
NEW INDOOR TRAINING HALL FOR
COMPETITIVE OBEDIENCE

My first surprise was that there were two
humans waiting for us. Up to now there has
just been me and my human, and sometimes
the other human if he has put the track
down. But there they were. Two quite new
humans who talked to us and patted me.

The Essex Dog Training Centre, who for
many years, have had first class outdoor
training facilities, including individual
floodlit compounds, have now completed
their new indoor training hall.

Then our human said it was time to start.
She had a bit of trouble clipping the line into
my harness as I couldn't see the point of
waiting, and then off we went.

The centre is well known for its trainint
classes dealing with puppies, pets, problems and agi lity, plus of course the
renowned Essex Dog Display Team.

It was a lovely field - sheep muck scattered
all over it!

The training area is covered with carpet
tiles, which is perfect if a dog should forget itself and have a slight 'accident' and
there is also an adjoining seating area for
spectators. The hall which is purpose built
for dog training measures I OOft x 30ft with
a divider when required .

The first surprise was when we had gone a
little way past the start pole and there was
another! What for I asked myse!p Surely
not an article already and it was a bit big for
that anyway. So I ignored it. Then the really
good thing. All the articles had a sausage
with them! Fat chance I was going to do any
retrieving when there were sausages about.
Our human just had to grab the articles as I
rushed offfor the next sausage. All too soon
we came to the end of the Track. I did give
her the last article, just to encourage her.
Anyway it was wrapped up.

Wednesday evening's classes will be strictly for competition obedience from prebeginners to C'. The Instructor, John
Sanders, who for over 20 years competed,
taking his last dog Shep to C' only in just 2
years. He now no longer competes, but is
constantly in demand for judging appointments throughout the season. He has also
been a competitive obedience instructor
for numerous years and has taken students
from pre-beginners to C' with great success.

The other two humans said all sorts of nice
things to me and then said Goodbye. They
even held the wire fence down so I didn't trip
up! What do you think of that?
The Brat was pretty dismissive when I told
her how well I had done and said it wasn't a
proper Trials Track at all but only a Puppy
Fun Track. I'm not sure what she meant as I
think all Tracks are Fun. And anyway I
might find another sausage next time.

A maximum of 10 dogs per class will be
accepted.
For further details please call 01277
226624.

Yours the Pup

* * * * * *

* * * * * *
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SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
Open Trial
On: 15th & 16th March 2003
At: Airth Mains Farm, Airth
Judges:

Entry Fees:

P.O. Stake
T.D . Nosework
W.O. Nosework
U.D. Nosework
C. D. Stake (Sat Only)
TO, WD, UD C &A

Tracey Park
Moira Rogerson
Julia Findeisen
Jim McKay
June McPhillips
Jean Morley

Tracking Stakes £9.50 Members, £11.50 non-members
C. D. Stake £7.50 members, £9.50 non-members

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 18TH FEBRUARY 2003
Schedules from I Entries with fees (Payable to S.W.T.S.) to Bob Russell ,
East Ballagan Cottage, Campsie Road, Strathblane, Stirlingshire, G63 9AG.
Tel: 01360 770285 (Please enclose S.A.E.)

CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
On: 30th April -4th May 2003
At: Lauder, Berwickshire
Judges:

P.O. Stake
W.O . Stake
U.D. Stake
C.D . Stake
Veterans
WD and UO Stakes all work

Malcolm Byrom
Brenda Byrom
Lol Campell
Eunice Godley
Eunice Godley
in one dav.

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £11.50 members, £14.50 non-members. C.D. Stake members £9 .50, non-members £12.50 (CD Saturday- previous days may be used if necessary) Veterans £5 .00 (Veterans Sunday only, numbers may be limited)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 8TH APRIL 2003
Schedules from/Entries with fees (Payable to S.W.T.S.) to: Bob Russell,
East Ballagan Cottage, Campsie Road, Strathblane, Stirlingshire, G63 9AG.
Tel: 01360 770285. (Please enclose S.A.E.)
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BROCKET PARK
Working Trials Training Club
Open Working Trial 2003
On : 28th 29th & 30th March 2003 (carried back if necessary)
At: Wood Farm, PiceoUs End , Hemel Hempstead , Hertfordshire
Judges

PO Stake
T.D . Nosework
WD Nosework
UD Nosework
Control & Agility

.. ..
....
....

.. ..
... .

Ron Jaques
Dave Prior
Malcolm Snowden
Bob Carter
Joan Snowden

Entry Fees : Members £12 .00 - non members £13 .00
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 10TH MARCH 2003
Schedules from/Entries to the Trials Manager, Jan Vallack,
C/o Dave Prior, 41 Weighton Road , Harrow Weald , Middx, HA3 6HY.
(Please Enclose SAE)

SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
Championship Working Trial
On: 15th - 19th April 2003
(UDAll work in one day: CO 18th-19th: TO C & A 19th)

At: Brook Farm , Mynthurst Estate, Leigh , Surrey
Judges:

Entry Fees:

T.D. Stake
....
U.D. Stake
.. ..
....
C.D. Stake
Trials Manager: Stan

Paula Harvey
Mick Tustain
Joyce Tibbetts
Ford

TD & UD: Non-members £15.00 (Senior Citizens £14.00)
Members £14.00 (Senior Citzens £12.00)
CD Stake: Non-members £8 .00- Members £7 .00

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 1OTH MARCH 2003
Schedules from/Entries with fees to:
Tessa Shoolbred, Timbers , Deanoak Lane , Leigh , Surrey, RH2 8PZ.
(Please enclose S.A.E.)
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ICENI GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB
Open Working Trial
On Saturday, 19th and Sunday 20th April , 2003 (Fri 18th if entries large)
At Tollesbury, Maldon, Essex .
Judges:

CD Stake
& all stakes C & A
UD Nosework
WD Nosework
TO Nosework
Entry Fees:

Mrs Julia Skipp
Mr Chris Farrer
Mrs Jenny Orchard
Mr Tony Orchard

UD, WD , TO Stakes: £12 .00 - CD £9 .00
(Members £1 .00 reduction)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THURSDAY 20th MARCH 2003

Schedules from/entries with fees to the Trials Manager;
Mr. Colin Ball, 206 Ipswich Road , Colchester, Essex, C04 OEP.
(Please enclose SAE)

MIDLAND COUNTIES GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG ASSOCIATION
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
On : 25th - 27th April 2003 (prior days if necessary)
At: Pond Farm, Walesby, Nr Ollerton, Newark, Nottinghamshire
Judges:

TO Nosework
Margaret Robinson
WD Nosework
John Watts
UD Nosework
Diane Dugdale
CD Stake
Mave Weselby
Bridget Upton-Taylor
Control & Agility
CD: Saturday 26th April
Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £15.00, CD £12.00
(Members may deduct £2.00 from entry fee .)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 26TH MARCH 2003

Schedules from : Mrs W Magyar, 34 Lansbury Rd , Bilsthorpe, Newark, Notts, NG228RL.
(SAE please)
Entries & fees to : Mr G Talbot,
31 Manor Rd , Mansfield Woodhouse , Mansfield, Notts. NG198DL (SAE please)
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II

WORKING TRIALS REPORTS

respect we were lucky, as it was mainly dry
and mild, with one or two early morning
frosts . 18 dogs recovered all three articles
from the track, of these 7 recovered 4 from
the search, but 14 only recovered two or less!

ASPADS WORKING TRIALS SOC IETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

On: lOth- 16th February 2002
At: Horspath, Oxford
T.D. STAKE
Judge: LINDA BOWD EN

On completion of the nosework we had 19
qualifiers, most of who returned to do the
control round. From these, II left with TDex
one with TD only. The Long Jump was the
main problem in the agility. The speak was
can·ied out whilst walking the dog at heel,
excessive commands being the main problem. In the sendaway, either failing to get the
dog across the field to the hedge, or no redirection were the areas where a lot of marks
were lost.

Firstly my apologies to everyone for the delay
in getting this rep01t out, no excuses really
except this has been a very difficult year for
me, which has culminated in my losing my
job- so I now have time on my hands - for the
time being at least.
My thanks to the Society for the invitation,
which was intended for next year, however Jo
Magness and I swapped years, hope you are
full y recovered now Jo and looking forward
to February. Le and Len Newman did their
usual stirling work with the organisation and
thanks must also go to Le and her helpers for
looking after the inner man for us during the
week.
My helpers in the field were Jean Howells
(searches all week) , Paula Harvey, Mark
Richards, John Wright, Sue Ashby and Tony
Orchard who all unde11ook the tracklaying
very ably at different times during the week.
Of the 63 entries, 46 came forward for the
nosework, for many this was their first competition since foot and mouth prevented many
trials from running, some had been luckier
than others in being able to train their dogs
during this time, and blamed their dogs' poor
work on this fact!

II

1st
Chris Pilton with (GSD) LAETARE
CERIOUSLY GORGEOUS 213.5.
2nd
Dave Marchant with (WS) WAGGERLAND MISTER JAKE 212.
".~ 3rd
Angela Pm1er with (G/Ret) HECTOR
OF CARISBROOK 202.
4th
Julie Atkins with (BC) W.T. CH.
GLENALPINE MATT 196.5 .
Also qualifying TDex:p Herbe11, (BC) W.T. CH DOTTIE DOT. 195 .5
S Plumb, (X breed) MELNOLA SWINGTIME 195
S Tannert, (Lab) STYPERSON TERN 190
'- J Cooke, (X breed) W.T. CH. M ELNOLA
MOONDANCE 186
S McCabe, (X breed) SKIPAWAY STARS 183
B Harvey, (Lab) TADMARTON BRIAR 178.5
R Cahill, (GSD) DAVERIES HARRIET 176
TD only:- N Prescott, (X breed) SKIPAWAY
FORTUNE 175.5
The hard luck story of the week was Lorna
Cottier, who finished with 199.5 marks having got 3 and 4 in the nosework and 33 for her
control, then failed the clear and long jumps!

With tracking runn ing over six days, I set a
track with articles I felt would give all the
dogs a fair chance, whatever the weather
might throw at us during the week, in this

* * * * * *
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variety of jobs during the week - Belinda
(sorry lost your surname) , Penny Bellis,
Wendy Beasley, Jacqui Gibney, Melvyn
Drewitt, Jane Gray, Barry Gilbert, Jim
Sewell, Pete Carroll and Lynne and Andy
Baker, my thanks to yo)l all for jobs well
done. Only one competitor gave any hassle,
he should know better, there is no excuse for
bad sportsmanship.

ASPADS WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

On: 17th- 21 July 2002
Based at Croft Farm, Uffington, near Stamford, Lines -. with tracking on set aside some
25 minutes drive away!
W.D. STAKE

Judge:

LINDA BOWDEN

Tracking was on permanent set aside; this
looked like long grass from a distance, but
was in fact quite short, with a lot of seed
heads. Most of the dogs tracked well, but
missed the m1icles, could this have been
because they were keeping their heads above
the seed heads? We had a number of near perfect tracks, but only 23 of the 34 dogs which
did the track from an entry of 55, recovered
both articles, with 3 being the average recovered from the square. All the work at this trial
was done in one day, so with a high success
rate in the nosework, we had most competitors doing the control, the biggest downfall on
this was the sendaway, which was diagonally
across the field towards (but not to) a gate, a
distance of about 150 yards. Eleven dogs
chose to do the sendaway to a tree about 20
yards away, and the handlers were unsuccessful in moving them on. Several handlers were
unable to stop their dogs until they had
reached the gate, only three handlers got full
marks for their sendaways, whilst five got
nothing. A lot of work needs to be done with
these dogs before they are ready for TD control. However the competitors who worked on
Saturday are to be congratulated that their
dogs remained in the stay whilst a pet lamb
wandered into the field towards them, I did
wonder when I picked it up, if I would then
have 10 dogs trying to take hold of it, but all
remained in place whilst we re-called the handlers and returned the lamb to a safe place.
Unfortunately we had to do the exercise
again, as it was not the same test as we had
had on previous days!

My thanks to Lynne Baker, who took on the
·~ nning of this trial at short notice, no easy
,ask, particularly when you live in Kent. The
only problems I encountered were of my
making! My apologies to Melvin Drewitt, for
leaving him at the camp site, after I had 'persuaded' him to step in as search steward for a
morning, then giving him a hairy ride through
the Lincolnshire countryside whilst the competitors I was escorting to the tracking ground
waited for us in a pub car park! When later in
the week the brakes on my car failed completely, I am sure Melvin said a few 'thank
you' prayers! Thanks then must go to Jane
Gray, for ferrying Murphy and I round the
countryside when I had no car, to Mary for
exercising Murphy when I had to leave him in
the car at the base . My apologies also to Jane,
as Murphy then had to sleep in the room we
were sharing, and just after she thought she
was going to sleep, he finally had his chance
to leap on her!! Which then proceeded to
wake Jean Cooke, sleeping in the room above
- my apologies again.
I found the self-catering accommodation to
be very successful, and would recommend it
to other societies, it gave us more of a home
from home atmosphere, certainly better than
being put in a bed and breakfast where you
are on your own once you shut the door
behind you . Jacqui Gibney did us proud in
conjuring up gourmet food from her caravan
for our evening meals, many thanks Jacqui.
With tracking starting on the Wednesday and
most of the help for the trial having to be
imported, we had a number of helpers doing a

1st
Mr R Jones (WSD) HOLLY BY
GOLLY 191. Only lost one on control and
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recovered all search articles in 2 minutes
2nd
S Tannert (Lab) STYPERSON BRIAR
187.5 . Only marks lost in control were 1.5 on
agility.
3rd
Mrs A Timlin's (GSD) NORSH EP
ANJA 18 1.5 . Consistently good nosework
made up for the poor sendaway.
4th
S Jones (WSD) DURSTONE MOSS
180. Lovely track, no retrieve marks!
Also qualifying WDex:Mr P Marling (Cross) BASIL THE BOUN DER
179.5
Mr A Fox (BC) CASTLELEA PRJDE OF TH E
PEAKS 178
Mrs T Cl inick (Weim) FuRSDON WiNTER
WHIRLWIND 174
Miss A Co llen (GWP) TESSA OF TANTRUM
CROSS 171.5
Mr N Smith (GSD) LAURIANE HAKA 170.5
T Haverstock (GSD) FlREBLADE LAD 170
Mrs R Fau lkner (BC) STARAZAZ VESPA 167
Mrs S J Crookes (WS D) CRAFTY CROFTY OF
CALVO 166
Mrs J Morley (GS D) KRINKLEY PARK KAPPA
164.5
Mr E Heywood (WSD) HEALEYWOOD Moss
162.5
Mrs S Cooper (Weim) MIDNIGHT SPARKLE
161
WD Only:- Ms S Perkins (WSD) FLICKENFLEE RUDEN 157.5

husband Alan for their hospitality throughout
the weekend. A most efficient working trial
manager you are Hall Stairs and Landing and
that Alan, what an efficient cook and host.
Yes, the 60's music quiz was the highlight of
the week! For us non-competitors anyway.
This was my first visit to Sedgefield, liked the
racecourse, shame about the MP.
Tracking was on stubble with little or no
growth. The weather was not kind for the
nosework but it really sorted out the men
from the boys . My track pattern was not di f""
ficult; it was just that the handlers were
unable to stand still when the dog got into difficulty. Jean Cooke showed just how to handle her two dogs, her performance was memorable, so professional. l made the suggestion
to some handlers that when they purchase a
new set of Wellingtons they leave the cord
connecting the two boots in situe.
Sunday morning saw the control and agility
and criminal work on an excellent area near
the racecourse. Both of Jean's dogs failed the
agility. I was able to use a large natural area
containing round bales for the qua1ier, in the
main this was very well performed.
The criminal work was completed in the
afternoon. I was fortunate in having four
excellent criminals who tested the dogs in a
most consistent manner. None of the dogs
performed the recall , they all bit just the
once! The Chase was uphill towards the
watching crowd.

* * * * * *
NORTH EAST COUNTIES
WORKJ G TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

The most consistent performer throughout
and the worthy winner was John Watts with
Starlight Blue. This win made the dog a
Working Trials Champion . A most popular
local win. Second, and the only other qualifier was Penny Bellis with her GSD Pepnick
Evening Primrose. Well done Penny, you kept
your head whilst others aro und you were losing theirs.

On: 6th - 8th September 2002
At: Sedgefield, Co Durham
PATROL Doc STAKE
Judge: STAN FORD
Tracklayers: Lol Campbell, Stu McQueen
and Stevie Braithwaite
Search Steward: Ann Ford
Criminals: Tom and Jerry, Stu and Ian

1st
John Watts, W.T. CH. STARLIGHT
BLU E (WSD) 272 .Well done John . Good luck

Firstly my thanks go to Carole Hall and her
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at the KCC, r think you could win it!
2nd
Penny Bellis, PEPNlCK EvENING
PRIMROSE (GSD) 260 A well deserved qualification.
3rd
Moira Rogerson, XANDOAS TORNADONQ.
4th
Celia Bourne, KAI's INTREPID SPIRIT
NQ.

Well done to the five qualifiers, and I'm sure
it won't be long before the rest obtain their
CD ex.
1st.
Joyce Tibbets with her GSD B .
WO LFH ARTS MYRKUR ULFRIN. A superb
round by Joyce and Jodie, barely putting a
foot wrong. It's not often that I give full
marks for a CD control round , but this was
well deserved. Good luck for the future. 97.5
2nd.
Val Tiller with her homebred BC
bitch , FOXBARTON TH AT' S JAZZ. In spite of
Val's nerves, Jazz worked a lovely round, and
fully deserved her qualification. 94.5
3rd.
Lee Payne and SWEET ASSASSIN,
WSD D. Buzz only recovered 2 search atii cles, but a superb C & A round gave enough
marks for a good qualification. 90
4th.
Caroline Ashford with her GSD D.
WOLFH ARTS ULFHETHI N. TaUt·en is litter
brother to Joyce's Jodie, and worked very
nearly as well as his sister. Only an off target
sendaway prevented him getting higher in
the placings. 88.5
Also qualifying CDex::
Leigh Warner, FLYNNTASTI C JAY, BC D. 87 .5

Finally my thanks to Carole and her team of
he lpers for running this trial in a most efficient manner. Pleased to see that Malcolm
Byrom has joined the Committee, his experic'n ce as K C representative will l am sure
prove invaluable, not so sure about his pop
music knowledge! On the Thursday fo llowing the trial Alan Hall won Best in Show at
Westmorland Show with his cow Stocksfield
Imagination, pleased to be able to witness the
event Alan .

* * * * * *
SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
On: 3rd - 5th October 2002
At: Brook Farm, Leigh

Thank you to Andrew for an excellent job
stewarding, and for being such good company, and thanks again to all involved in managing such an enjoyable trial.

C.D. STAKE
Judge: JUDY MEEKINGS
Steward : Andrew Buchanan

* * * * * *

.MY thanks to Surrey for the invitation to
judge CD. Charlie organised everything
superbly, even though from a distance . Also
thanks to the ladies in the kitchen for wonderful lunches on both days. I had an
extremely enjoyable 2 dJiys, with some
excellent performances from some very
promising young dogs.

MIDLAND COUNTIES
GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG ASSOCIATION
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
On: 7th - 13th October 2002
At: Walesby, Nr Ollerton
U.D. STAKE
Judge: RUTH CAH ILL
Tracklayers: (Sat) Margaret Robinson,
Sheila Tannert & Mave Weselby
Search/Control Steward: Barbara Bell

15 dogs worked over the 2 days, and they all
recovered at least 2 articles from the square;
indeed , only one dog failed to qualify in the
nosework section. Control, as ever in CD,
was mixed, and the stays and jumps took
their toll.

Thanks to Midland Counties for the invita-
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tion and a big thank you to Tom and Jan
Darby for the lovely accommodation. Andy
and Wendy Magyar were exceedingly good
Trials Managers with a great bunch of
helpers, and I had a pleasant weekend. My
thanks to my team of track layers and especially to Barbara Bell, for their good company.

NORTH EAST COUNTIES
WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
On: 21st- 27th October 2002
At: The Punchbowl, Satley, Co Durham
T.D. STAKE
Judge: NIGEL HINES
Tracklayers: Tom Darby, Sue Ashby &
Andrea Lynd
Steward: June Hines

It was nice that all dogs tracked well on ankle
deep rape, even if some of the squares were
not quite so well done. Control again was
generally good although too many non-qualifying handlers struggled to keep the dog
with them between exercises - not impressive, even worse, only one handler recognised it as a problem that needed more training/motivation.

Many thanks to the Society for the invitatior.
to judge this stake. Thanks must go to the
Trials Manager, Carole (Pimpernel) Hail and
her team who ran a well-organised trial.
Everything was taken care of and seemed to
run like clockwork. Thanks to Pat for the
food out in the fields.

1st
P McGrane & LITTLETHORN CLASSIC (BC) B. I 96. Only lost the 4 marks on the
track. Square articles were out in under 2
minutes. Well done, good luck for the future .
2nd
J Hedger & SPIRIT OF THE SEA (BC)
D. 193. Won the trophy for Best Track. Good
square, only half marks for the S/A - after
refusing even to look the right way!
3rd
V Scott & BIG DuKE (X Breed) D.
191. Good nosework from a handsome dog.
Only lost marks for small errors across the
board .
4th
J Webb & FLYNNTASTIC W fN IN VENTURE (WSD) D. 188.5. Again good nosework. Nice to see a handler standing well
back from the square, aiiowing the dog to
work the whole area.
Also Qualifying:
J Stamp, RESERVOIR REscuE (X Breed) B.
18 1.5.
L Reynolds, PLAS MAJOR BooTs (BC) D.
179.25.
J Shearsmith, MEDBURN NEMESIA (GSD) B.
169.5.

I was told that the tracking ground was good
grazing grass so I set a pattern that I thought
would not only test the dogs, but make the
handlers think, whilst at the same time trust
their dogs. Recovery of articles by the tracklayers was also a consideration - having laid
tracks myself, I know what it's like to retrieve
articles that have been left behind.

A big thank you to my tracklayers, who were
honest and gave everyone fair chance - Tom
Darby (6 days), Sue Ashby (5 days) and
Andrea Lynd (I day), and also to June for

* * * * * *
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stewarding.

\. L Newbold, LITTLE BRADLEY (X Breed)

The weather was rain, fog, sun, howling
wind and more rain. Despite the conditions,
we saw some excellent tracks in the worst of
the weather and it always amazes me how the
dogs do it. No article caused any particular
problems and overall the dogs worked well.

v S Banks, TAG VENTURE (BC) 194.5.
v Julie Atkins, GLENALPfNE M ATT (BC) 193 .5.

195.5

C Bourne KAI'S KINDRED SPIRIT (WSD)
193.5
\ S Tannert, STYPERSON T ERN (Lab) 192.5.
v F Macleod , M ATI M AL! NKEY LONGLEGS
(WSD) 185.
The control round was straightforward and
-y M Robinson, JUST BRADY (WSD) 184.5.
most dogs applied themselves, although the
B Russell, BRUICH EsKA (GSD) 183.
jumps and stays lost some qualifiers. When \..- M Watts, STARLIGHT BLU E (WSD) 181.5.
T'm judging, I don't like to know the comtyetitors' positions before the control. I decidWell done to all the qualifiers and thanks to
ed to do three non-qualifiers followed by the
all the competitors for making it a thoroughtop ten, who had a draw for running order ly enjoyable week.
that way, I don't know who's leading. At
A special mention for Julia who chauffeured
11 am I was told that we had a run-off for first
June to the dentist first thing one moming
place between Lorna and Pat. I would have
liked to decide with a track but, because of
after she developed severe toothache - it was
much appreciated.
the atrocious weather conditions, decided on
a square. At the end it was down to the fastest
retrieval time as , once again, they achieved
the same marks .
"t

* * * * * *

PORTLAND DOG TRAINING CLUB

1st
Lorna Cottier with MELNOLA JAZZLAN D (X Breed) 211 marks. Congratulations.
This was just a good all-round performance
yet again by this team. They won after a very
closely fought run-off, only time separating
them.
2nd
Pat Herbert with DOTTI E DOT (BC)
211 marks . Tracked on one of the worst days
and made it look easy. There was so little
between Dottie and Hamish. I know that by
the time this goes to print, Dottie will have
retired. Well done for this and all her past
achievements.
3rd
Ann Fowler with WAGGERLAN D
FLOss (BC) 202 marks. Another good track
and well handled control round. Certainly a
dog to watch out for in the future, well done.
4th
Graham Brumpton with Ju sT
WILLIAM (WSD) 201.5 marks. Good all
round performance. If only he'd found the
last track at1icle! Well done.
Also Qualifying TDex:
R Roberts, LITTLE BART (X Breed) 197.

OPE N TRIAL

On: 26th & 27th October 2002
At: Waterston Ridge, Dorchester
U.D. STAKE
Judge: ADRIAN QUICK
Tracklayers: Alan hedges & Dave Harmer
Search Steward: Jo Magness

My thanks to Pat and Portland D.T.C. for the
invitation to judge at this very friendly trial.
To Alan and Dave my thanks for track laying
so conscientiously and professionally and to
Jo for being my search steward.
The weather on Saturday was windy and
sunny, but Sunday was typical Portland
weather (gales and horizontal rain). Tracking
was on stubble with some green coming
through, and out of twelve teams, eight completed the track with good marks of 84 and
above. There really was some impressive
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tracking, especially considering that this was
a U.D. open and some teams were only just
beginning to compete. Searches were generall y well executed.

CONOR. Worked very well, 3 out of the
square, even the spark plug. Good beelwork
and sendaway, no long jump but the rest OK.
A big improvement, the only qualifier. Well
done and congratulations, 87.5.
2nd
Limn Ward 's (Lab) B . OCEAN STAR,
The fastest to retrieve all square articles,
1min 7 sees. New to trials, a little more polish and you will do very well. Best of Luck,
NQ 75.
3rd
Caroline Woods (WSD) D. XANDOAS DARGO. Works w ell when he thinks
about it, I am sure be will do well in yov
capable hands . All the best, 69.5.
4th
Steve Fearon' (GSD) B. FIRCROFT
IDAHO. Another young dog, Jacking concentration. Should do well, good luck.

1st
Miss G Macgregor, TYTRI TEG
(BC) 187.5 CoM. Well done and congratulations on a well deserved win .
2nd
Miss M Richardson, ELECA MPANE
ELKI (GSD) 180 CoM. Again well done and
congratulations.
3rd
Mr D Woodcock, THINGHILL CROESUS (GSD) 183.5 NQ. Winner of the Best
Nosework award. I really like this dog: brilliant track, losing just one mark.
4th
Elizabeth Hickman , WOLFROCK
INDI ANA MI SCHIEF (GSD) 167.5 NQ. Again a
good effmi, nice track and square.

U.D. Stake - Tracklayers: Eithne O'Kelly,
Miranda Moriarty, Jenny Hickey, Judith
Owens, John Ward and assistant.
Square Steward: Doug Tate

* * * * * *
WORKING TRIALS CLUB OF IRELAND
CHAMPIONSHII' TRIAL

1st
Riona Kilbride 's (BC) D. Cu RI ON
CoNOR. Worked very well , unlucky not to
have qualified. Should do very well . Best of
luck in the future . 174.5 NQ.
2nd
Steve Fearon's (GSD) B. FLRCROFT
lDAHO. 65.

On: l st- 3rd November 2002
At: Annagh, Gorey, Co Wexford
C.D., U.D., W.D. AND T.D. STAKES
Judge: JOHN REYNOLDS
Many thanks to the Committee of the Working Trials Club of Ireland for asking me to
judge at their trial, also to Nigel Tate, trials
manager, and all his helpers for running a
first class trial , well done to all of you.
Thanks to Caroline, my taxi driver from
Dublin to Annagh and back; thank you Miriam and Doug for your hospitality over the
weekend, also to Miriam for providing food
at the base. To all the tracklayers and Doug
my square steward, all laid to perfection,
thanks.

W.D. Stake - Tracklayer: Caroline Woods
Square Steward: Doug Tate,
C & A Steward: Judith Owens

The weather was bloody awful, but everyone
accepted it and tried their best.
C.D. Stake - Steward: Miranda Moriarty

1st
Judith Owens' (BC) B. FIRCROFT
SH EELIN 70.5 NQ.
2nd
Judith Owens' (BC) D. FIRCROFT
DOON, 58.
3rd
Miranda Moriarty's (GSD) B .

1st

1st
Miranda Moriarty's (GSD) B.
HIGHFI ELD Quo VADI S. Tried hard on the
track but lost it on the second to last comer.
Good luck, will do well, 109 NQ.
T.D. Stake- Tracklayers: Caroline Woods
& Eithne O'Kelly. Square Steward: Doug
Tate. Control Steward: Caroline

Riona Kilbride (BC) D. CURION
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HIGHFIELD OCTAVIA, 47.

and could certainly qualify in the future.

Tracking was on stubble, weather conditions
were against the dogs as the results show.
The best effort for the track was by Anne
Collen's GWP, managed four and a half legs
with everyone willing it on.

1st
Chris Young with MALI OF MEADOWALK (BC) Mali has matured so much since
the last time I saw her, she has a lovely happy
attitude to her walk. The search square was a
joy to watch - all three articles out in 32 seconds and Chris still had time to play with
Mali and really keep her motivated.
2nd
Pam Richards with KEIMARS FERDINAND (GSD) This was the first trial for both
Pam and Cedar and, obviously nerves did not
help. He was the only dog to do both stays,
which cannot have been easy with the other
two dogs moving. I am sure that qualifications will come when both Pam and Cedar
have more experience in trials.
3rd
Elizabeth Adams with SINJARI's
ROCKING TH E BOAT (Dobe) Hattie did not
really have her working head on, but still
managed a lovely full mark sendaway. Well
done Elizabeth.

Many thanks for a great weekend to all the
competitors and everyone involved on the
Trial.

* * * * * *
BRITISH ASSOCIATION
FoR GERMAN SHEPHERD Docs
OPEN TRIAL
On: 2nd & 3rd November 2002
At: Long Compton, Warwickshire
C.D. STAKE
Judge: MARNEY WELLS
Steward: Hazell Williamson

* * * * * *

Thank you to B.A .G.S.D. for the invitation to
judge at this trial. I thoroughly enjoyed the
experience. Hazell was an excellent steward
and very good company and we also had our
own native bearer in the person of Carol
Hazeldon, who only came to watch but
proved very useful fetching and carrying
(being promoted to Judge's bag carrier by the
end of the day!). Tony Orchard had the trial
well under control and Jetmy managed Tony
with her usual skill, they also provided Trilby and me with very comfmiable accommodation, thank you both . Debbie Guy was in
charge of the base and did and excellent job
of keeping everything up together - thanks .
We were well fed and watered by Eve Sherburn and did our best to eat most of the excellent food she provided, even if we did not
have to spend too long in the fields as we
only had three competitors - very thoughtful
as the weather deteriorated as the day went
on. Unfortunately, we did not have any qualifiers, but all the dogs showed great potential

DONYATT DTC WORKING TRIALS BRANCH
OPEN TRIAL
On: 3rd November 2002
At: Clapton, Somerset
TRIAL MANAGER'S REPORT

I would like to thank DDTC for inviting me
to be Trials Manager, to my Judges, square
stewards, track- layers gate stewards and
everyone at the base, also our Farmers for the
use of the land. As always for this time of
year the weather was not good. Saturday,
there was plenty of rain and wind. Sunday
was a little better.
We had two WD qualifiers on Saturday in
very difficult weather conditions, also losing
2 tracks to the local shoot as they walked
over the tracks. However there were no WD
qualifiers on Sunday despite the improved
weather conditions. Also on Sunday, we had
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2 CD qualifiers, the usual things taking their
toll in this stake .

run a trial without our stalwart tracklayers
Jim Jeffrey, Bill Mackie and Dave McRae is
beyond me . Also thanks to Jim Mackay, Colin
Ball and Bill Rae for tracklaying and Pat
Lawrence, Barbara Mathieson, Joyce Hudson
and Jenny Beaton for stewarding, Shirley Jeffrey for the catering and Sheena Kerr and
Jack and Irene Cree for general dogsbody
work. They all did a sterling job. Special
thanks also to Bill Rae for keeping me sane
throughout the last few months!!!!

I would like to thank everyone who entered,
and also to thank the competitors who were
so cheerful even though they got soaking
wet. I must give my thanks to the competitor
who helped to dismantle the jumps on Sunday after the control had finished .
I would
support
stressed
can and

also like to thank Lionel, for all the
he gives me, as I know I get very
wonying about all the things that
often do go wrong at any Trials.

Lastly a wee mention for the judges, Francf
Ball judged and I think enjoyed her first ticket appointment, Colin Ball did a grand job in
WD and UD as did Lorraine Wilson in CD.
Thanks again folks .

Well done Colin Turner. Not only did he win
WD, he also had best DDTC member W.D.
and to Alan Ballinger who won CD.

JOYCE RAE
FRANCES STONELEY

*
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U.D. AND W.D. STAKES
Judge: COLIN BALL
Tracklayers: Bill Rae, Jim Jeffery, Bill
Mackie, Dave McCrae, Jim McKay.
Stewards: Barbara Mathieson (Sat),Pat
Lawrence (Sun)

* * * *

ASPADS WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
On: 8th - I Oth November 2002
At: Auchterhouse Dundee

My thanks to the committee of ASPADS fo r
inviting me to judge the UD and WD stakes.
My thanks also to the trials manager, my wee
sister-in-law Joyce, and her band of helpers,
for organising and running a ve1y good trial.
All competitors turned up at the right fields at
the right time and all appeared to run smoothly. In the mornings I judged UD and WD
tracks and searches and in the aftemoons we
did the C & A.

TRIALS MANAGERS REPORT
When we were invited to run the Kennel Club
Championships in 2002 we were offered the
chance to cancel this trial for one year only
but after some discussion we felt that as there
are only three championship trials in Scotland
in a year we should go ahead for all our loyal
supporters locally.

My two stewards, Barbara and Pat each laid
the squares very neatly with the poles upright
and placed right in the corners of each square!
They also stewarded the control rounds. My
thanks to them both, and also to the tracklayers who laid the tracks exactly as I wanted
them.

Fmtunately, although the entries in the lower
stakes was about average the entry in TD was
small possibly due to the KCC's being three
weeks before, however this was to our advantage as we only had TD tracking over two
days. The weather was cold but dry with a little rain and then overcast on the final day,
sony folks I did my best.
My thanks to all our helpers, how we could

The tracking was all on stubble and several of
the dogs made it look easy. The standard of
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searching was also vety good. In WD all six
dogs qualified on Saturday but none on Sunday. In UD, those who did the track went out
in either the stays or the C&A, but I'm sure
they will get it all together next time.

full mark search, good C & A (with 9 for the
sendaway) gave you an excellent totaL Well
done. 189/200.
2nd
Miss Tracy Park's (BC) WAGGERLAN D BROOK. A fast track and search and very
good C & A (9.5 for the sendaway) made for
another good round. 188.
3rd
Mr Bill Richardson's (Lab)
MUIRKIRK LUKE. Another good round - the
two marks you got for the sendaway were
enough to get you through the C & A! 180.5.
4th
Mrs Jenny Beaton's (GSD) TRlALEX
KING . Some casting on the track and an article left in the square cost points - and points
mean prizes!!
Also qualified:
Heather Halton's (Lab) CAREFREE CooL CusTOM ER 168.5 .
John Hood's (WSD) STOBSWOOD STAR (WD
only)

UD Stake
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1st
Ms F Macleod's (WSD) LiZl TH E
WIGG LE WORM handled by Carol Lamb . An
excellent start for Lizi losing just two marks
on the track and a full mark square, but failed
the sendaway and jumps. A qualification
shouldn't be too far away. 176.5/200.
2nd
Mr D McAulay's (ESS) MAXMOLS
WEE CLARTY handled by Ann Bedford.
Another excellent start. A good fast track, losing just tlu·ee marks in the nosework, then
-:lidn't like the down stay or scale. I'm sure
you will sort out these two little hiccups.
167.5.
3rd
Hilary Morris' (X Breed) MISS Ons.
Otis liked my track articles!!!! And those in
the search!!!! Lost 9 marks overall in the
nosework but also failed the stay and scale.
Hopefully you'll sott these out soon. 167.5.
4th
Helen Jones (GSD) NORSHEP TlLA.
A good, energetic dog whose barking cost
marks! Will do well when she settles down at the next trial ? 166.

100

70
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Thank you all for competing. I enjoyed my
weekend in Scotland and hope the competitors did too. But, Joyce, you didn't have to
wash the hills again first thing on Sunday
morning, did you?!!
T.D. STAKE
Judge: FRANCES BALL
Trackayers: Jim Jeffery, Bill Rae, Colin
Ball, Bill Mackie & Dave Macrae.
Stewards: Pat Lawrence ( Nosework),
Jenny Beaton ( C & A)

W.D. Stake:
1st
Dr Lindsay Errington's (Lab)
WOODHEA DS BLACK AGNES. A lovely track,

First of all, thank you to ASPADS for giving
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When I first looked out on Sunday morning it
was absolutely pouring rain - it was so
depressing! By the time I arrived at the control field , it was starting to ease off but areas
of the field were either very, very splashy or
boggy so I took the local advice and left the
jumps at the top of the hill, especially as more
heavy rain was forecast. l rearranged the test
to fit in with this and avoid the splashy and
boggy areas. By the time we started, the rain
had stopped and in fact, the weather continued to clear during the moming. The control
work was generally of an excellent standarr
The test started with normal and fast heelwork followed by the sendaway which was
straight up the middle of an extremely large
field to a small red marker that was invisible
to a dog, and the redirect was across to field
to the wall. Telegraph poles and a pylon in the
field provided natural distractions but handlers were allowed to work their dogs and
many good sendaways and redirects were
done. The speak was at heel and was followed
immediately by slow pace heelwork back up
the hill to the jumps. Thank you, Jenny, for
being a friendly and efficient steward.

me my first Championship TD judging
appointment, which I thoroughly enjoyed.
Dundee ASPADS came through again. Having just run a very successful Kennel Club
Championships less than three weeks previously, Joyce, Bill and the team turned out
again to put on another excellent trial. When
I asked Joyce if she could arrange similar
weather to the K C's she told me that she was
doubtful as she had already 'sold her soul' for
them, but she pretty much came through with
that too! My Mum and Dad, Irene and Jack
Cree, very kindly put up with Col in and me
and our three dogs, providing top class B &
B! Thank you all.
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1st
Barry Gilbert's (BC) LAETARE DAY
] AVU. A lovely track and search from this very
strong dog left him in third place (on 161)
behind Loma and Ann after the nosework.
BaiTy's calm and quiet handling brought out
the best in him in the control giving him an
excellent 33 + 20 and made him a very wor'
thy winner. 214/220.
2nd
John Gray's (WSD) W. T. CH. WAGGERLAND BLUE WILLOW. The first dog on the
first day - what a way to start! 99 for the track
but unfortunately missed the string in the
search. Another very calm handler bringing
out the best in the C&A with 33.5+20. 210.5.
3rd
Lorna Cottier's (X Breed) W. T. CH.
M ELNOLA JAZZLAND. A real treat to watch
Hamish's nosework (164) . The first dog on
the second day and the first dog to recover all
four search articles. He made it all look so
easy. Full of beans on the C&A with a tendency to bark at the wrong time and a bit too
much pressure on the top of the clear jump

,4
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The weather for the nosework was similar for
all competitors, dry and still! One competitor's comment was that the wind for the
search was 'downwards'. All the nosework
was done on stubble although some had quite
a bit of green and some had obviously been
sprayed and had no other growth. It didn't
seem to make any difference to the dogs as I
was treated to a feast of excellent tracks on
both types. Tracklayers were instructed to
esc011 both the competitor and me to within a
few feet of the start pole. Thank you Jim, Bill,
Colin, Bill and Dave for tracklaying and to
Pat for laying all the search squares, for willing the competitors round (not that most
seemed to need any help from us!) and for
your company.
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printing the catalogues, and to Jenny Staves
and Tracey Donovan for running the base
thank you. I will leave our judges Ron
Davies, Mick Tustain, Dorothy Bowen, John
Reynolds and Richard Cornwell to thank
their own helpers. Being a training club that
meets weekly there is never a shortage of
good quality helpers here, but a volunteer is
always worth more than a pressed man .

unfortunately cost Hamish the ticket. I hope
he enjoys his enforced break till 'Junior'
comes along! Good luck in the Spring! 209.
4th
Tracy Park's (WSD) Tor OF TH E
L EAGUE. Another excellent track and search,
full mark jumps and enough in the control. I
gather you're to be Lorna's mentor next year!
Well done.207.5.
Also qualifying excellent:
Ann Collen's (GWP) W .T. CH. BRAITHWAITE
HANKY PANKY 206.5.
Helen Kelly's (GSD) GLENFOOT SHOOTING
"TAR 198.5.
,_,uzanne Plumb's (X Breed) MELNOLA SWINGTIME 195.5.
Ann Collen's (GWP) T ESSA OF TANTRUM
CROSS 190.5.
Stan Banks' (BC) TAG VENTURE 190.5.
Mrs E Watts' (WSD) STARLIGHT BLUE handled by John Watts 184.5.
Mrs F McLeod's (WSD) MATI MAL INKY LoNGLEGS handled by Ann Bedford 177.

It is said that the job of trials manager is measured by how few tracks he lays, I laid just the
one, a re-run, but little did I know at the time
it could have been my last! Fmiunately now
all is well and I have resumed track laying.
Now I know why it is called Remembrance
Sunday.

STAN FORD
U.D. NOSEWORK
Judge: JOHN REYNOLDS
Tracklayers: Ron Davies, Liz de Unger &
Tom Markham
Search Stewards: Andrew Buchanan &
Tess Shoolbred

Finally, 1 must say a very big thank you to all
the competitors for helping me to enjoy this
first T.D. Championship appointment. I wish
ALL of you the very best of I uck in the future.

Thank you Ranmore for the invitation to
judge U.D. nosework at your Open trial,
which was successfully run by Stan and all
his helpers, well done. I would like to thank
the ladies in the kitchen for the super lunches
and snacks, also the escorts, tracklayers,
square stewards, many thanks.

* * * * * *
RANMORE DOG TRAINING CLUB
OPEN TRIAL
On: 8th and 9th November 2002
At: Ockley Village Hall, Stane Street, Ockley

Tracking was on grass so there were some
very good tracks, but only one with four aiiicles from the square . Thanks to all the competitors, hope you had a good trial.

TRIALS MAl"'AGER'S REPORT
Firstly my sincere thanks to our landowners
Gordon Lee Steere and Nom1an Marshall,
without their help this event would not take
place. Also thanks to the play group on the
Friday morning for allowing us into their village ball. Like all good folk we perform best
when well catered for so my thanks to Beryl
Kimberley, Je1my Staves, Joanne Smith, Kay
Hanison, Jane Ford, Gill McGregor and
Colin Han·ison for keeping us all well fed . To
Tess Shoolbred for taking the entries and

1st
Suzanne Jaffa's ACCRA EAZEL BoB
(ASD) D. Nice to watch. Lost I on the track
with both articles, only 2 from the square.
This will be one to watch. Congratulations.
181.
2nd
Mr & Mrs A J Lockyer's GSD dog
LITTLE TAKA OF HARTSHILL. Again a nice
track with 2 articles and 2 from the square,
another to keep an eye on, well done Tony.
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172.5.
3rd
Miss G Macgregor's BC B. TYTRI
TEG. Worked very well, another one we will
hear more about. Best of luck, Gill. 172.
4th
Lynne Watkins X Breed D. SZIKRAS
HEIGHT OF FOLLY. Also worked very well , a
good track, well done Lynne. 170.
Also gaining Certificates of Merit:
Mr & Mrs A J Lockyer's GSD B. LJDLECORNISH KAT E OF HARTSHILL, 169.
Joyce Tibbetts GSD B. WoLFHARTS MYRKUR
ULFRUN 164.5.

marks with the above competitor. Well done.
N/w 108/33.
CoM. Angela Sanders & JAC K THE LAD OF
VALGRAY (WSD) D. 176.
Thanks to all the competitors and good luck
with your future trials.
U.D. & W.D. CONTROL & AGILITY
Judge: RICHARD CORNWELL
Steward: Beryl Kimberly
Thanks to the Ranmore Committee for invi'
ing me to judge the Control and Agility, to tb._
Trials Manager, base stewards and catering
personnel, and to all the teams who entered
under me. The atmosphere was a little subdued as a result of the death of Frank Neil. I
don't think anyone cou ld remember a trial
held in Surrey that did not have Frank's presence at it, God bless you Frank.

W.D. NOSEWORK
Judge: DOROTHY BOWEN
Tracklayers: Tess Shoolbred, Val Upton &
Joyce Tibbetts
Stewards: Caroline Ashford & Angela
Donovan
Thanks to Ranmore Dog Training Club for
the invitation to judge at their trial. Also
thanks to Stan for running the trial so efficiently. I hope he is now fully recovered from
his operation. My tracklayers Val, Tessa and
Joyce, and stewards Caroline and Angela
were excellent. The kitchen staff were brilliant as usual and thanks go to Gill, Jane, Jo,
Kay, Beryl , Joyce and Colin. (I hope I haven't
missed anyone out). Thanks also to Jennifer
and Tracey who ran the base and Percy for
escorting the competitors to their tracks.
20 entries, 14 ran, 9 qualified the nosework
section.

In addition a big thank you to Stan for keeping a fatherly eye on me, as it was my first
appointment at judging the C & A . I do hope
you are well on the mend after your recent illness Stan . For those teams that like a judge to
be smiling all the time, sony, it wasn't wind,
but nerves on my part. J must say that by the
end of the three days these had gone, as with
having so many "grown ups" entered with
their young dogs I certainly got the experience that I needed.
I had the same steward each day, which was
great, as I wanted the round as consistent as
possible over all three days . Thank you very
much Beryl, and I do hope you put your new
skill of scale scrubbing to good use. Scrubbing the scale after each team was necessmy
to keep it clean and provide the same conditions for everyone, even on the odd occasion
it wasn't raining. A lso thanks to Beryl's
granddaughter Rachel for keeping us supplied with cups of tea and running back and
forth with the scores on Sunday so that we
could finish at a reasonable time. I don't need
thanking as I have accepted an invitation, but
my steward was not thanked by many of the

1st
Suzanne Jaffa & CAGASA D ARK 'N'
D ELICIOUS OW (ASD) B. 195 . Dee did a very
good track and square, very well handled.
Well done. N/w 108/32.
2nd
Doug Tungatt & UNBEA RABLE
WITHOUT YOU (GSD) B. 191.5. Another good
nosework round, you have obviously worked
hard with this rescue bitch. N/w 107/33.
3rd
Anne Bussey & ROMENO lr SIX
WAS NINE (WSD) D. 191. Excellent nosework with the dog ignoring a deer's head on
the track. N/w I 08/33.
4th
Jeff Poole & MANPOL ROBYN
(GSD) B. 187.5. Had the best nosework
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competitors, Mike Snow being one of the
notable exceptions; please think about it in
future.

dwell on it here. As for the jumps the winner
of both UD and WD stakes, who's heart is
really with obedience, set an example for all
in the trials world to follow, namely, ensure
your dog is really fit and then the dog will
make the jumps look really easy, even if you
are doing your rounds almost at the end of the
last day, well done Suzanne. After your two
performances with your dogs I do not think
anyone in trials should say anything about
obedience making you too retentive.

This year the weather was back to its usual
self after the sunshine of last year, with rain
every day and Friday was the worst of all
with a strong wind to boot. I still think of the
dogs in the stay exercise that afternoon, well
done to you for training them so well. I must
say as a result of the weather I really enjoyed
coming in for my lunch each day and such a
'toice too, thanks for the effort.

To all the qualifiers well done, I think you all
have the potential to get to the top in ticket.

As stated previously I designed the round for
consistency over the whole trial, hence all the
poles so that every one had the same amount
of heelwork etc. Due to the weather this
became quite a chore and I thank the competitors for their patience whilst the jumps or
the whole set up was moved. I could not
move it for everyone, othe1wise we would
have been there all night, but I went for what
I thought was a fair compromise for all concerned. Thanks to Percy and others who
helped with moving the jumps.

U.D. results:
1st
Suzanne Jaffa, Ac cRA EAZEL BoB
(ASD) 181.
2nd
Tony Lockyer, LITTLE TARKA OF
HARTSHILL (GSD) 172.
3rd
Gill Macgregor, TYTRI TEG (BC)
172.
4th
Lynne Watkins, SZIKRAS HEIGHT OF
FOLLY (X Breed) 170.
For other qualifiers see Nosework Judge s
report.
W.D. Results
1st
Suzanne Jaffa, C AGASA D ARK 'N
DELICOUS (ASD) 195 .
2nd
Doug Tungatt, UNBEARABLE WITHOUT YOU (GSD) 191.5.
3rd
Anne Bussey, ROMENO IF SIX WAS
NINE (WSD) 191.
4th
Jeff Poole, MANPOL ROBYN (GSD)
187.5 .
CoM: Angela Sanders, JACK THE LAD OF
VALGRAY (WSD) 176.

I make no apologise for the amount of heelwork or having the UD sendaway at an angle
to the boundary, please train your dogs for
this, as I have had this in CD previously and
if trained properly it shouldn't present a problem by the time you get to UD .
Generally the exercises were all performed
well and most of you, with a few exceptions,
are knocking on the door to qualifying in the
near future if you didn't make it this time. I
won't make any further comment with regard
to your ability, as I only saw the dogs for 10
to 15 minutes and you live with them each
and every day and should know in your heart
of hearts what and where your weaknesses
lie.

P.D. NOSEWORK

Judge: RON DAVIES
Tracklayers: Val Upton & Tessa Shoolbred
Steward: Lauren Marlow
Thanks to Ranmore for this invitation to
judge the P.O. Nosework. I had a really nice
day, hope you all did as well. My thanks to
Val and Tessa for laying the tracks, what a
splendid job you did. Lauren also made an

On all three days the jumps took their toll. I
even started to get a headache after the morning stays on Saturday, but justice prevailed
and everyone did the right thing, so I will not
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excellent job of laying all the squares. Thanks
to all who worked in the kitchen and kept us
well fed and watered, also to Stan for such a
well run trial. Most of the dogs did excellent
nosework, well done.

DALE, WSD. Lost 2.5 on the quartering, 3 on
the search and escmt, and no test of courage.
Full mark recall and chase. Not an easy dog
to work in PD, but you worked her well , gaining 286.5.
4th
Dave Clark with TOVANDIS ODINA,
GSD. Lost 2 on the quartering, 1 on the
search and escort, and no recall. Full mark
test of courage and chase. Professionally handled by Dave, a very good working team,
gaining 283.
CoM: Bob Cook, with BARROWS MYSTERE
FROM STEINMETZ, GSD. Lost 15 on quatte··
ing, and no recall. Full marks on the res.,
gaining 263 .5 marks.

1st

Mike Woods, COCKBURN WILF (BC)
D . 305 .5. Excellent track and search, a pleasure to watch.
2nd
John Wykes , TIP OF TARNFORCE
(BC) D. 295.5. Another good track and
search, only losing 2 marks.
3rd
Lynn Baker, TANYA OF TRKINDALE
(WSD) B. 286.5 . Again good nosework, full
mark search.
4th
Dave Clark, TOVAN DIS OoiNA, GSD
B. 283 All four had 2 and 4, well done Dave
CoM. Bob Cook, BARROWS MYSTERE FROM
STEINMETZ (GSD) D. 263.5.
P.D. C

& A AND

My congratulations to you all. Teams worked
well considering the weather conditions, persistently raining.

* * * * * *

PATROL GROUP

Judge : M ICK TUSTAIN
LINCOLNSHLRE GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG

I would like to thank Ranmore DTC for the
judging appointment. Dave Mattin and Colin
Harrison, my 'criminals', did alii asked and in
a vety professional way. Having experienced
criminal helpers like Dave and Colin, I feel is
a must; it's the only way to be fair to dogs and
handlers . .Lauren Marlow was steward for the
PD round; thank you all for making my job so
much easier.

&

ALL BREEDS TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL

On: 8th- lOth November 2002
At: Dunholme, Lincoln
T.D, W.D. AND U.D. CONTROL

&

AGILITY

Judge: PHIL JACKSON
Steward: Lynne Leeman

The PD round was simple and straightforward, just one exercise after the other. I was
looking for control by the handler and commitment from the dog.
7 dogs entered, 6 ran, and 5 qualified.

Many thanks to Lincoln Society for invitinr
me to judge your control and thanks Nigel,
Jean and Julie at the base for organising
everything and giving up your time to organise and run a first class trial. Thank you also
to my steward Lynne whose help was invaluable over the here days .

1st
Mike Woods with COCKBURN WILF,
BC. Lost 10 on the quartering, full marks on
the rest of the PD round. A really good round
by an experienced team, gaining 305.5 marks.
2nd
John Wykes with TIP OF TARNFORCE, BC. Lost 15 on the quartering, with no
recall. Full marks on the rest of the PD round.
Well done John, a good round, gaining 295.5
marks .
3rd
Lynne Baker with TANYA OF TRION-

We had some long periods of constant rain
which dampened our clothes and my scoresheets, but not the competitor's enthusiasm,
well done, you were all great.
U.D. Stake

1st
K Astbury, ANGEL IN DISGU ISE (X
Breed) 194. A really good round, Kim and
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Bracken only lost 1.5pts, a worthy winner.
2nd
P Parkinson, DREAGANTA DOUBLE
DECKER AMONG MELNOLA (BC) 192. Nice to
see Pat back with a young dog and doing the
biz with Whizzi, full point control , say no
more.
3rd
D Chadwick, STILLMORE STORMY
SKY (BC) 191.5. Well done Damian, you and
Ross had a good round, good luck.
4th
D Craven, STILLMORE STORM ON
STRJDrNG EDGE (BC) 182.5. Another good
round from Dave with Smokie, well done.
' I so gaining Certificates of Merit:
~ .ottinghamshire Constabulary, NOTTSPOL
KANE (GSD) 182.
Stubbings & Collier, SOROMOUR JUST FOR A
LAUGH AT GLENTRADA (GSD) 175.
S Fearon, fiRECROFT IDAHO (GSD) 165.
E Mestraud, WOLFHART YIG AR (GSD) 162.

(WSD) 193. Great sendaway and full jumps
gave Paula and Skye a good round to qualify.
Also gaining Certificates of Merit:
A Timlin, NORSHEP ANJA (GSD) 189.5.
K Sells, f ENNELLARK CuRLY WuRLY (BC)
188.5.
N Ansell & M Cooke, GEFN I TRIFFI C
TROUSERS (GSD) 187.5.
R Reeves, SZIGANO CRAZY DIAMOND (X
Breed) 187.5.
J Parker, LATCHETS VISION (GSD) 175.5.
This venue at the showground is excellent
and well worth the trouble oflooking after for
the future. The large grass field we were
given proved its worth after a day's continuous heavy rain did not chum up the jumping
area at all and only a few wet areas lingered
on. I used a large area for the round, with long
sendaways in WD/TD, which seemed to be
done really well. The TD speak had two patis,
to give a new future ticket handlers food for
thought and to help those with less good
speaks still get some points. The weather was
very wet and difficult on the Friday and first
thing Sunday, which made qualifying harder I
imagine and those that got the shoot turn up
in the nearby fields during the stays were very
unlucky, but over the three days the control
was done very well and it was a pleasure to
see the dogs working so well. I hope everyone enjoyed the trial and went home happy to
have access to the land and be involved in
such a good sport after all the problems with
F&M.

W.D. Stake
1st
J Ashford, MANPOL ROBYN (GSD)
189. Kiri was superbly handled by JeffPoole,
lost nothing and enjoyed every minute. Well
done.
2nd
M Bryan, WAGGERLAND WANNABEE
OF BRYNBOURNE (BC) 187.5 . Well handled by
Paul , Kaios did a really good round. Good
luck in the future.
3rd
R Henderson, STRATHLEADER
ASTRA (GSD) 174. Well done Rachel, full
sendaway and jumps, a big pat for Dina.
4th
J Owens, FIRECROFT SHEELIN (BC)
'\JQ. A lovely control round with full point
sendaway from Taylor.

* * * * * *

T.D. Stake
1st
D Levin, SKIPAWAY SIMPLY REo (X
Breed) 210.5. Well done Dot, you and Kane
had a good round and qualified nicely.
2nd
S Jones, DURSTONE Moss (WSD)
198.5 . Well done Sue and Moss, worked on
the wettest day and did well, congratulations.
3rd
D Meade, HEATHERMARK LING
(GSP) 195.5. Well done Debbie, it was nice to
see Geordie do well. It's always interesting
watching the different breeds working in their
individual ways.
4th
P Bridge, KlNGSLODGE JEZABELLE

LEAMINGTON DOG TRAINING CLUB
OPEN TRIAL
On : 15th - 17th November 2002
At: Stoneleigh, Warwickshire
C.D. STAKE
Judge: DoT LEVIN
Steward: Dot Jackson
1st
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Mave Weselby with TAY (Lab) Very

good round, handled well. 96 CoM.
2nd
Pam Richards with CEDAR (GSD)
This was Pam's second trial, very well done.
91.5 CoM.
3rd
Stevi Boyall with HARLEY (Lab)
L itter brother to I st place Tay. Good to see a
youngster in working trials. 89 CoM.
4th
Mike Bacon with JACK (Terv) Very
good round - unfortunately only 1 article out
of the square. Better luck next time. 79 .5 NQ .

My thanks to the Committee of Leamington
Dog Training Club for the invitation to judge
the U .D . Nosework, my first judging appointment, and I thoroughly enjoyed myself, many
thanks.
75

75
75

75

50

150
50

Many thanks to David Barker and Leamington for inviting me to judge C.D . in my first
judging appointment. Thanks also to my
steward Dot Jackson who did an excellent job
and everyone back at the base who ensured it
all went smoothly. I thoroughly enjoyed my
day and can't wait to judge again.
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I
1

100

Thanks also to Julie Skipp and Jacqui Gibney
for the catering and to David for a well run
trial. There were 37 dogs entered.

There were 7 competitors and the standard
overall was very good. The search squares
caused a problem for some dogs with lack of
motivation and in one case looked as if it didn't know what to do. Some handlers were nervous which transfeiTed to the dogs and their
usual command/set up was forgotten - hence
problems over the jumps.

1st
M Jones and M ERRY STEPS SKIP
(BC) with a total of 199.5.- full mark nosework.
2nd
R Shrimpton and GRELG ANNA KlRI
(BC) 190. 89 for the track, two atiicles and 28
for the search.
3rd
G Gwesyn-Pr yce and Roc KSPRAY
WALLIS AT CONCENN (GSD) 189.5. 85 for the
track, two articles and 35 for the search.
4th
M Weselby and STYPERSON TAY
(Lab) 188.

Two things which I must mention is that competitors must read the KC Working trial Rules
& Regulations . Marks were lost in the Recall,
Retrieve and Heelwork that shouldn't have
been. Also, one or two dogs were slightly
overweight for the jumps, which was probably why they didn't make it. Please keep an
eye on your dog's weight, it will help them to
do the jumps without possible injury to themselves.

Also gaining Certificates of Merit:
S Boyall & STYPERSON LOMOND (Lab) 185.5
P Wadsworth & SH. CH. NIKOLAEV WESLEY
WITH DOGANODOGS (Bouv) 184.5.
P Parkinson & DREAGANTA DOUBLE DECKER
AMONG MELNOLA (BC) 181.5.
KAllen & PLASMAJOR CLOUD (BC) 179.
A Heatley, AUDIFAX PANDA (GSD) 177.5.

Finally, all seven did both stays. Excellent.

U.D. NOSEWORK
Judge: CHRIS THEOBALD
Tracklayers: Chris Gregory (3 days), Bob
Shropshire (2 days) & Heather Donnelly (1
day)
Stewards: Jane Webb, Norma Ansell &
Jan Hedger
Escorts: David, Julie and Jane

W.D. NOSEWORK
Judge: LES THEOBALD
Tracklayers: Carla N ieuwenhuizen, Sue
Ashby, Roger Shrimpton & Anne Thorpe
Steward: Zoe Finlay
Escort: Jane Hedges
I would like to thank Leamington D.T.C. for
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SPLASH (BC) 180.5. Track 88, 2 articles and
26 for the search. Well done, keep working on
the search and you will do even better.
Also gaining Certificates of Merit:
S Liney & WOLFHARTS FIRE BLADE (GSD)
177.5.
C Butcher & PICK AND MIX TYKE (X Breed)
176.
C Carroll & MOAKIES MAY DAY (WSD)
169.5.
L Roberts & ELECAMPANE ETTA AT CALLANWAY (GSD) 166.5.

60

Two competitors also qualified on the nosework but failed on the Control and Agi lity
sections.

their invitation to judge the W.D. Nosework.
Thanks also to Julie Skipp and Jacqui Gibney
for the catering and to David for a well run
trial. It was nice to have experienced tracklayers, all tracks laid just as I wanted. My
thanks to Zoe who laid all the squares, found
all articles that were missed by the dogs and
was great company.
160
60

60
60

60

Once again many thanks to the Society, a very
enjoyable three days.

60

* * * * * *
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ESSEX WORKJNG TRIALS SOCIETY 2000
OPEN WORKING TRIAL

60

On: 22nd- 24th November 2002
At: Crays Hill Farm, Billericay, Essex

Tracking was on nice lush grass and the track
pattern was what I would call a sensible open
pattern with 11 legs and al l right angles. After
the first day I began to think I had made it too
easy, with the first dog getting full marks and
the other five all getting round without too
many problems. The next two days were to
prove different with only two dogs getting
1und each day and of those four, two of them
missing out 3 legs each. There were 22 dogs
entered, 16 ran .

TRIALS MANAGER'S REPORT
Essex trial went very well. Considering the
time of year we were quite lucky with the
weather. We had some sunshine and some
rain but all in all not too bad, certainly a lot
better than our trial in January this year.
Thanks go to our farmers for the use of their
land but special thanks to David at Crays
Hall Farm. He is an absolute diamond, nothing is ever too much, even moving his
machinery just so we can put the caravans in
a dry barn . Thanks David.

1st
J Hedger & TYTRJ SPIRIT OF THE SEA
(BC) with a total of 199.5. Full mark nosework and I think the rest speaks for itself.
Well done and good luck for the future.
2nd
M Snow & WAGGERLAND HARRY
(WSD) 196.5. 87 for the track, two atiicles
and 35 for the search. Experience shows.
Well done Mike, nice to see you back.
3rd
D Jackson & JACKERIN LAD (GSD)
192.5. Track 84, two atiicles, 35 for the
search. Well done.
4th
G Catiwright & SOOSHINE APRIL

To all the judges thanks for judging for us,
we hope you enjoyed your couple of days. To
all the helpers, without whom we wouldn't
run, you all did a great job, thank you. We do
hope you will all be available again when we
run our next trial in 2003.
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Special thanks go to Jan Vallack for all the
cakes she slaved over cooking and for all the
gifts for the tombola and for providing lots
of the catering food. Thanks Jan, we couldn't
have done it without you.

W.D. NOSEWORK
Judge: JOHN REYNOLDS
Tracklayers: Ruth Payton & Dave Bunce
Search Steward: Jane Gray
Thanks to Essex 2000 for the invitation to
judge W.O. nosework at their open trial , and
to Lynne, trials manager, and all who helped
her to run a good trial. Thanks to my tracklayers Ruth and Dave, and Jane my square
steward - all laid as I requested.

I would also like to say thank you to Kennelmate who sponsored our trial with a large
waterproof dog bed, which we raffled. I
hope you like it Gill. I'm sure it will be very
comfortable maybe you will let Colin share
it sometimes Ha Ha!

We had very heavy rain, which stoppr
before the dogs tracked. Tracking was 0 ..
winter wheat with about 3" of growth. 6
dogs ran . 3 legs was the best, four dogs had
4 articles from the square, two had 2 articles.

I will let the judges thank their individual
helpers but I would like to say thank you to
Doreen Hook, Jan Rex, Penny Bann and
Carol Brooks for your helping hand with ferrying, catering and general dogs' body.
Thank you all.

1st
Doug Tungatt's (GSD) B. UNBEARAB LE WiTHOUT You . Did one leg of the
track, 4 from the square. 87.5 NQ.
2nd
Ann Wri ght's (G/Ret) D. CARI SHILL
CH ESTNUT. One leg of the track, 4 from the
square. 86.
3rd
Diane Ling's (GSD) D. VOMSANDBAR JECK. 2 legs of the track, 4 from the
square. 83 .
4th
Lesley Olden's (BC) B. WAGG ERLAN D Wow OF N EDLO. One leg of the track,
full mark square.

LYNNE BAKER
U.D. NOSEWORK
Judge: PAUL BEASLEY
Tracklayers: Penny Bellis & Belinda
Chapman
Search Steward: Micky McBride

Thanks to Essex for the invitation to judge
and to Trials Manager Lynn and her team of
helpers for looking after me. Special thanks
to my tracklayers Belinda and Penny, also
Nicky for the squares .

* * * * * *

1st
Pam Stare, KAssrEG ER SH EROCCO
(GSD) D. 185 CoM . Very keen dog - Good
Luck.
2nd
Joyce
Tibbetts,
WOLFHARTS
MYRKUR ULFRON (GSD) B. 184 CoM. The
only team to complete the track on the second day. Well done.
3rd
Frances Ball , ALICE ON SPRINGS
(Lab) B. A happy little dog, good nosework.
NQ
4th
Penny Bann, JENNALINE M UCKING
FUDDLE (GSP) D . NQ. This dog really
enjoyed his nosework.

JOTTINGS
Q:

A:

What is the hardest ticket to win?
The next one!

Rabbi G. L. Terry

Shortage of space has, once again meant that
a f ew Judges ' Reports have been held over
again. My apologies to judges and competitors - they will be in next month.- Ed.
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AS PADS
Working Trials Society
OXFORD CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL (Horspath, Oxford)
Have you always wanted to help track lay but don't have the confidence. We can help you .
We are organizing the first of three courses, the first will be during the Oxford Championship Trial. The course is on Friday 14th February at Horspath Village Hall, the base for
the trial.
Numbers are restricted to 8 maximum and will be instructed by Barry Harvey.
The times are from 10.00 - 16.00
The cost is £6.00 to members and £10.00 non-members.
This includes tea, coffee and evening meal with Judges and tracklayers for discussion .
If you are interested contact Len Newman 01296 613120 .
First come first served, closing date Sunday 26th January.

DUNDEE OPEN TRIAL (Kirkton of Auchterhouse, Dundee)
Ends Sunday 23rd March 2003 Closing date 09.02.03
C.D, C&A U.O, W.O & T.O.John Gray
T.O. Nosework
John Watts
P.O . Complete Test
John Watts
W.O. Nosework
Suzanne Plumb
U.D. Nosework
Suzanne Plumb
Trials Manager & Entries to:
J Rae, 19 Gillies Terrace, Broughty Ferry, Dundee Scotland. DDS 3LF.- 01382
477605

ENFIELD CHAMPIONSHIP (Botany Bay Enfield)
Ends Saturday 5th April 2003 Closing date 19.02.03
T.O . Stake
Barry Hicken
W.O . Stake
Les Theobald
U.D. Stake
Leigh Warner
C.O. Stake
Wendy Magyer
Trials Manager & Entries to:
V Moody, 35 Chase Ave, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire.EN6 SLZ - 01707 651724
Schedules & Information from Trials Secretary; (please S.A.E.)
Len Newman , Coombe View, Chalkshire Road, Butlers Cross, Aylesbury, Bucks. HP17 OTJ
Entry fees
Championship Tracking Stakes
Championship C.D
Open Tracking Stakes
Open C.D.

Members
Members
Members
Members
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£14.00
£10 .50
£13 .50
£10 .00

Non
Non
Non
Non

Members
Members
Members
Members

£16.00
£12.00
£15 .50
£12 .50

KARENSWOOD
'THE WORKING DOG PEOPLE'
Manufacturers of the World's
finest Dog Training Equipment

Visit our web site now and view the world renown
Karenswood range of dog handling equipment, all in fantastic detail.
Full price list cross referenced to photographic illustrations.
All you ever wanted to know about Karenswood in an illustrated Company profile ... .... and much, much more.
It gives us great pleasure to welcome our friends and customers to

www.karenswood.co. uk
email enquiries welcome- mailbox@karenswood.co.uk

Or Telephone:
Fax:

0121 445 4135
0121 445 6010
ASHLAND
HOPWOOD
NR. ALVECHURCH
BIRMINGHAM

B48 OXO

